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1 Introduction                 
 
The IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator (IDAA), is a high performance solution designed to work with 
DB2 on z/OS to deliver faster query responses transparently to the user.  
 
The IDAA can be considered as a virtual DB2 component working under DB2 control: the DB2 
Optimizer will decide whether to dynamically “offload” a query or not to the IDAA.  
 
IBM studies and customer experiences show that big advantages can be obtained in terms of CPU 
savings and I/O capacity particularly for queries which scan large amounts of data. 
 
To analyse IDAA activity in detail the SMF records produced by statistics and accounting traces 
need to be used. These traces provide a lot of metrics, but unfortunately their meaning is not always 
straightforward or well documented. 
 
After a short introduction to the IDAA architecture, we will discuss IDAA statistics and accounting 
metrics showing what you have to do in order to use them safely and effectively. 
 
We will also discuss some optional metrics which can be produced by enabling “accelerator 
modelling” and which can allow you to: 

 understand which components of the DB2 workload are eligible to the IDAA;  
 evaluate potential performance benefits and CPU consumption reductions; 
 estimate possible cost savings due to the IDAA adoption. 

 

2 IDAA overview 
 
The IDAA is an appliance that comes as additional hardware and software to be connected to a 
z196, z114 or zEC12 system.  
The IDAA was initially called ISAO and it was based on the zBX hardware; since V2 it’s powered 
by the Netezza technology. 
 
The current IDAA version is V4 was released in November 20131. 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 See IBM announcement letter ENUS213-427. 
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This latest version introduced many new features but the most important of them are:  
 static queries support (up to V3 only dynamic queries could be “accelerated”) 
 improved incremental update performance; which is essential if you want to extend the 

IDAA effectiveness to applications which can tolerate small update delays.  
 
The most important software requirements for the IDAA are: 

 z/OS V1.11, or later 
 DB2 V10.1 for z/OS , or later 
 DB2 Utilities Suite for z/OS , V10.1, or later 

 
The key characteristics of the IDAA is that it is fully integrated in DB2 and used as an access path 
under the control of the DB2 Optimizer. 
DB2 is still the owner of the data; users and applications have to access the IDAA through DB2 
although they don’t need to be aware of it; no application changes are required. 
 
IDAA utilization has to be allowed by  DSNZPARM parameters and the CURRENT QUERY 
ACCELERATION special register. 
 

 
 
from ‘Optimizing DB2 Queries with IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS’ - IBM Redbooks SG24-8005-00 

Figure 1 
 
As you can see in the figure above, depending on query characteristics and user settings the 
Optimizer will decide to offload the query to the IDAA through DRDA (brown path) or run it in 
DB2 (blue path).   
You can also note that a continuous communication between DB2 and the IDAA is active 
(heartbeat). This is needed by DB2 so it is always aware of the IDAA’s availability and to get 
performance metrics from it (see next chapters). 
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Internally the IDAA is composed by the following hardware resources (the description below refers 
to N2001 full rack): 

 2 SMP hosts (also called coordinator nodes); 
 7 S-Blades (also called worker nodes); 
 7 * 16 CPU cores (processing units); 
 7 * 16 FPGA engines; 
 7 * 128 GB Memory; 
 240 disks for user data (RAID1 protected) + 34 spare disks + 14 disks for swap/log space 

required by the Linux operating system running on the S-Blades (2 disks / S-Blade); 
 48 TB uncompressed data (4:1 compression expected). 

 
It’s important to note that DB2 only talks with the SMP hosts. Once the query has been offloaded 
the logical flow is the following (see example in the figure below): 

 the SMP hosts send the query to the S-Blades; 
 each S-Blade processes those slices of data that are stored on the disks assigned (40 or 32); 
 each FPGA, inside the S-Blade, decompresses a slice of data, removes all the columns that 

are not needed for further processing and filters the data to reduce the amount of data passed 
back to the CPU to a minimum; 

 each CPU, inside the S-Blade, completes its part of the query processing. 
 
 

 
 

from ‘Optimizing DB2 Queries with IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS’ - IBM Redbooks SG24-8005-00 
Figure 2 
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3 IDAA accounting 
 
A new set of metrics is provided in the IDAA specific Q8AC section of IFCID 3. To get this info 
only accounting trace class 1 is needed.  
 
From its side DB2 collects: 

 the number of connections to an accelerator (Q8ACCONN); 
 the number of requests to an accelerator (Q8ACREQ); 
 the number of failed requests to an accelerator (Q8ACFAIL); 
 the number of timed out requests to an accelerator (Q8ACTOUT); 
 the accelerator services TCP/IP elapsed time; it starts when sending the requests to the 

accelerator and ends when receiving the results from the accelerator (Q8ACTELA); 
 the accelerator services TCP/IP CPU time; it is the amount of CPU consumed by the DDF 

service task to perform the SEND and RECEIVE to an accelerator (Q8ACTCPU). 
 

 
 
from ‘Hybrid Analytics Solution using IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS V3.1’ - IBM Redbooks SG24-8151-00 

Figure 3 
 
The IDAA gives back to DB2 the following additional information: 

 the wait time spent in the accelerator when executing requests from the DB2 subsystem 
(Q8ACAWAT); it consists of a pre-processing time in the IDAA server and wait time in 
Netezza; 
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 the elapsed time spent in the accelerator when executing requests from the DB2 subsystem 
(Q8ACAELA); 

 the CPU time spent in the accelerator when executing requests from the DB2 subsystem 
(Q8ACACPU); it’s worth noting that the CPU can exceed the elapsed time due to parallel 
processing; 

 the number of blocks returned from the accelerator (Q8ACBLKR); 
 the number of blocks sent to the accelerator (Q8ACBLKS); 
 the number of bytes returned from the accelerator (Q8ACBYTR); 
 the number of bytes sent to the accelerator (Q8ACBYTS);  
 the number of messages returned from the accelerator (Q8ACMSGR); 
 the number of messages sent to the accelerator (Q8ACMSGS); 
 the number of rows returned from the accelerator (Q8ACROWR); 
 the number of rows sent to the accelerator (Q8ACROWS). 

 
In the example below you can see that the requests highlighted in red had an elapsed time 
(Q8ACTELA), from the moment the request started from TCP/IP to the moment the answer came 
back, of about 2 seconds. The CPU time spent in TCP/IP (Q8ACTCPU) was less than 1 millisecond 
(only 3200 bytes were sent and 861 bytes were returned). 
The sum of elapsed (Q8ACAELA) and wait time (Q8ACAWAT) in accelerator was also less than 1 
millisecond2. 
  

 
 

 
Figure 4 

 

                                                 
2 In this example the CPU time in the accelerator (Q8ACACPU) is lower than the elapsed time. 

Q8ACNAME Q8ACPRID Q8ACCONN Q8ACREQ Q8ACTCPU Q8ACTELA Q8ACACPU Q8ACAELA Q8ACAWAT
ACCEL6 AQT04010 1 2 0,001090     0,199467    0,000003     0,000047     0,000024      
ACCEL6 AQT04010 1 2 0,001021     0,200686    0,000003     0,000047     0,000024      
ACCEL6 AQT04010 1 2 0,001174     0,184848    0,000003     0,000044     0,000022      
ACCEL6 AQT04010 1 2 0,001012     0,207278    0,000003     0,000048     0,000025      
ACCEL6 AQT04010 1 2 0,000899     0,188032    0,000003     0,000045     0,000022      
ACCEL6 AQT04010 1 2 0,001109     0,198358    0,000003     0,000047     0,000024      
ACCEL6 AQT04010 1 2 0,001239     0,193301    0,000003     0,000046     0,000023      
ACCEL6 AQT04010 1 2 0,001078     0,184162    0,000003     0,000044     0,000021      
ACCEL6 AQT04010 1 2 0,001809     0,200262    0,000003     0,000045     0,000018      
ACCEL6 AQT04010 1 2 0,000877     0,419072    0,000003     0,000099     0,000017      
ACCEL6 AQT04010 1 2 0,000905     2,032906    0,000011     0,000495     0,000016      
ACCEL6 AQT04010 1 2 0,000793     2,041180    0,000011     0,000498     0,000016      
ACCEL6 AQT04010 1 2 0,014639     0,547852    0,000010     0,000987     0,000017      
ACCEL6 AQT04010 1 2 0,001062     0,136007    0,000002     0,000032     0,000017      

Q8ACBLKR Q8ACBLKS Q8ACBYTR Q8ACBYTS Q8ACMSGR Q8ACMSGS Q8ACROWR Q8ACROWS
1 0 6.776         6.339         11 11 52 0
1 0 6.776         6.339         11 11 52 0
1 0 112.772      6.339         12 11 1000 0
1 0 112.772      6.339         12 11 1000 0
1 0 112.772      6.339         12 11 1000 0
1 0 112.772      6.339         12 11 1000 0
1 0 112.772      6.339         12 11 1000 0
1 0 112.772      6.339         12 11 1000 0
1 0 562.367      4.143         12 11 808 0
1 0 4.681         5.049         11 11 0 0
1 0 861            3.200         11 11 0 0
1 0 861            3.200         11 11 0 0
3 0 9.298.510    4.108         14 11 17702 0
1 0 23.804        4.177         11 11 36 0
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What we can say is that the 2 seconds delay is not due to accelerator processing/wait nor to the 
amount of data to be sent/received through DRDA. 
 
You can also see that the next request (highlighted in green) received more than 9MB data with an 
elapsed time (Q8ACTELA), from the moment the request started from TCP/IP to the moment the 
answer came back, of about half a second.  
 

 
Figure 5 

 
As shown in the graph in Figure 5 you should expect a very strong correlation between the CPU 
time spent in TCP/IP (Q8ACTCPU) and the number of bytes sent/received. 
 
 
 

In the second part of this paper we will discuss IDAA statistics and some optional metrics which 
can be produced by enabling “accelerator modelling” 
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